At the center of every volleyball championship
Throughout our history, we’ve raised the bar for quality, performance and customer experience in the sport of volleyball. That standard continues today.

#1 CHOSEN NET SYSTEM

61k+ NET SYSTEMS SOLD
NEW CONSTRUCTION

Building a new facility? We’re here to help you from beginning to end — from design and court layout to the best products to meet your facility’s needs.

18,000
NEW COURT BUILDS SINCE 2014

SAN ANTONIO I.S.D.

“I am very adamant about what we want because it is a waste of taxpayer money to get sub-par equipment or equipment that does not work for all of our schools. We prefer Senoh and Sports Imports in our district because our coaches love the volleyball equipment and I have your customer service!”

Barbara Wet, CAA
Assistant Director of Athletics

REMODEL

Upgrading to a Sports Imports Net System? Our regional managers will help ensure conversion is simple and seamless.

5K+ CUSTOMERS IN 5 YEARS
SWITCHED TO SPORTS IMPORTS

WILLARD HIGH SCHOOL, WILLARD, OH

“Switching to Sports Imports was a great decision for our program. The quality of the Sports Imports equipment was so much better than the quality of the equipment that our school received when we built our new school. The previous equipment only lasted two years before the cross system failed, and the poles were difficult to get to stay at the correct height.

With the new equipment, you simply put the pins in the correct markings, crank and tight and you are set. You can tell that the Sports Imports equipment is built to last.”

Ashley Bond
Head Coach, Girls’ Volleyball
CARBON FIBER POLES

Our carbon stands alone

35% MORE CARBON
59% STRONGER
75% OF OUR CUSTOMERS

We reinvented the volleyball net system with the introduction of Sports Imports Carbon Fiber Poles. These proprietary lightweight poles are specially engineered and manufactured to give them superior strength, durability and performance, making them the best-selling poles on the market and the clear choice of volleyball coaches and athletic directors at every level.
BEST-SELLING POLE ON THE MARKET

SI-1 ALL CARBON POLE

- Offers the strength and performance of steel
- Sets up in 3 minutes or less
- Easy net-height adjustment with the Sports Imports ProDrop System
- Clear markings for Men’s, Women’s and Junior – additional holes for training purposes

We developed the SI-1, our bestselling pole, to provide customers with a safer net system that offers the strength, performance and quality they can only get from Sports Imports – a pole that can be safely and easily be set up by a middle school and withstands the power and performance of the NCAA Championships. The proprietary All Carbon SI-1 Pole is that pole, and it revolutionized the industry in 2013.

19 POUNDS

35% MORE CARBON

59% STRONGER

What our coaches are saying:

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MI

“We started using the new Carbon Fiber poles and the team loves them. Great upgrade! Thanks, and GO BLUE!”

Mark Ryan, Head Coach, Women’s Volleyball

KALAMAZOO COLLEGE
KALAMAZOO, MI

“I love the lighter weight and the ease of their height adjustment as well. Needless to say, our practices are a joy.”

Jason Brow, Head Coach, Women’s Volleyball

GREEN VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
HENDERSON, NV

“We LOVE, LOVE, LOVE our new set-up. The Women’s Gator Volleyball Program thanks you all for the support.”

Eric Hui, Head Coach, Girls’ Volleyball

LAFAYETTE CENTRAL CATHOLIC
LAFAYETTE, IN

“Over the last two years, we have been blessed to upgrade our old 46-pound (each) steel poles to Sports Imports’ new Carbon Fiber 16-pound (each) poles. This will allow our middle school and high school students to compete with the best products on the market, but more importantly, safely set up and take down our nets systems.”

Brad McGee, Head Coach, Girls’ Volleyball
A MIDDLE SCHOOL AND CLUB FAVORITE
AL7 ALUMINUM POLE

33 POUNDS

QUALITY + BUDGET

• Sets up in 10 minutes or less
• Easy reweight adjustment with the Sports Imports FlipDrop System
• Clear markings for Men’s, Women’s and Junior’s additional holes for training purposes

An affordable, lightweight option to meeting your budget, the AL7 Aluminum Volleyball Pole features an easy screw-up pole/base height adjustment system for consistent and accurate net heights.

What our coaches are saying:

SELKIRK EAST HIGH SCHOOL
ARLINGTON, IN

“UV equipment arrived last week, and has already been used a few times. ...VERY convenient, and the sleeves and pole measure our perfects. I can’t wait for how easy it will be next season to set up for matches.”

Chad Webben, Head Coach, Girls Volleyball

BEST-SELLING POLE IN CLUBS
DE11 STEEL POLE

55 POUNDS

AVAILABLE FOR SETTING VOLLEYBALL

• Sets up in 10 minutes or less
• Easy reweight adjustment with the Sports Imports FlipDrop System
• Clear markings for Men’s and Women’s, additional holes for training purposes

In 1976, Sports Imports changed the game with the introduction of the SandDE11, the first in-ground net system without dangerous guy wires. It’s superior design set the industry standard for quality, strength, performance and durability. As the sport has evolved through the years, so has the design of the DE11. Virtually the most popular pole on the market.

What our coaches are saying:

PENN STATE STATE COLLEGE, PA

“We have used the Sports Imports VolleyballNet System exclusively since we switched to an in-ground system, and I like its reliability and durability.”

Brian Born, Head Women’s Volleyball Coach
PERFECT FOR ARENA SETTINGs

DE53 SENOH CARBON POLE

- Infinite height settings
- Sets up in 5 minutes or less
- Offers the strength and performance of steel
- Perfect for challenging inground sleeve applications

25 POUNDS

AN INTERNATIONAL FAVORITE

FIVB VOLLEYBALL POLE

- Infinite height settings
- Extremely versatile and easy to use
Approved by the Fédération Internationale de Volleyball (FIVB) and an international favorite, the DE53 is used at the highest levels of sport, including Olympic and FIVB competitions.

What our coaches are saying:

ODU UNIVERSITY
ATHENS, OH

“Senoh poles are built so well that they often outlast the buildings that house them. Great for us, but bad for getting repeat customer business for purchasing poles!”

Shawn Welch, Head Coach, ODU Volleyball

59 POUNDS

FIVB APPROVED

SEN O H FIVB INDOOR VOLLEYBALL OFFICIAL STAND

FIVB VOLLEYBALL NET
BEST-SELLING COMPETITION NET
HM50 VOLLEYBALL NET

67k+
SENÖH NETS HAVE BEEN SOLD

- Best-selling competition volleyball net on the market
- Used by >90% of colleges and widely used nationwide in high school and club
- Manufactured by Senoh specifically for Sports Imports
- Perfectly taunt net at the top and bottom
- Fastest net tension, every setup
- Features Techno® Top Cable and Superflex® netting
- Each net comes with double rid, side straps, side ties, net locks and covers
- Available in XI lengths

What our coaches are saying:

AMERICAN VOLLEYBALL COACHES ASSOCIATION

“A net should be perfectly tight at the top and bottom no matter how long you play.” — Kathy Dehmer, Executive Director

SPORTS IMPORTS STANDS – THE OFFICIALS’ CHOICE

HDNR NET RATCHET

- Compatible with all Sports Imports Volleyball Poles
- Engineered for superior performance
- Stainless steel wire gives to ensure smooth operations
- Easy net tension adjustment
- Removable crank handle
- Available in red and black

PS1 FREESTANDING OFFICIAL STAND

- Most popular stand
- Folds easily
- Convenient storage
- PS1® Safety Pad available in 10 colors + see page 14 for color options
- Customize it! Add an official stand wrap with your custom colors, logo and mascot

DE73 INTERNATIONAL OFFICIAL STAND

- Adjustable
- Wreath for easy movement
- Attaches to the pole – New SL1 Clamp available for color options
- CUSTOMIZE IT! Add an official stand wrap with your custom colors, logo and mascot

sportsimports.com | 800-556-3198
INDOOR VOLLEYBALL SAFETY PADS & STORAGE

FP1 TAPERED POLE SAFETY PAD
- Safe, durable and easy to use
- Sleek tapered design ensures optimal pole coverage
- Made of a heavy-duty, durable vinyl foam
- Allows for adjusting volleyballs courts
- Available in 10 colors

BC1 BALL CART
- Holds 50 volleyballs
- New easy glide, locking wheels
- Large removable bag with zipper enclosure

The newly designed BC1 ball cart includes updated features like new roller/braked wheels which allow for the cart to glide easily across the gym without damaging the floor. The hooded hammock design allows for balls to rest on top of the cart, keeping balls at waist height for easy retrieval.

Add the BC1/TC top cart shown above. The top cart holds up to 15 volleyballs and sits on top of the ball cart. (See and top cart model separately.)

WR10 WALL RACK
- Convenient wall design
- Spring-loaded lever to hold poles in place
- Holds 2 poles
- Available in boxing

WR10 WALL RACK
- Holds 6 volleyball poles
- Includes storage bag for accessories
- Equipped with wheels for easy mobility

NR10 NET RACK
- Maximizes storage room space by bolting onto a wall
- Provides sturdy storage of up to two nets
- Made in the USA

Replacement parts available at sportsimports.com or by calling 800-556-3198.
CUSTOMIZATION

PROMOTE TEAM SPIRIT

Customize to showcase and promote your team spirit with customized pole safety pads, net or top net tape, or official stand wrap. Our graphic design team will work with you to create a masterpiece using your school's color, logo, and mascot.

Customize your:
- Safety pads for Indoor and Beach
- Top Net Tape for Indoor and Beach
- Official Stand Wraps for Indoor
- Nets for Beach
- Official Stand Padding for Beach
BEECH POLES

The standard for beach net systems

Sports Imports Beach Net Systems have been at the center of beach volleyball since we installed the first Olympic beach venue in Atlanta in 1996. We set the industry standard for quality, safety, performance and durability in an outdoor system. We are the net system used in the NCAA Beach Championships, the USA Volleyball Training Facility, the Canadian Pan Am Games, plus countless college, high schools, clubs and communities.
THE NEW LEADER IN THE SAND
DE5010 BEACH VOLLEYBALL POLE

NEW COMPETITION FAVORITE

• Internal gear box for infinite net height adjustment
• Anodized to withstand outdoor weather conditions
• Built as a permanent court solution

The net system made by Senoh exclusively for Sports Imports, the DE5010 Beach Volleyball Pole, provides guaranteed superior quality and performance. The FIVB Approved Competition pole is built for superior strength and durability to accommodate all beach courts.

What our customers are saying:

MAGARA SPORT & SOCIAL CLUB
OTTAWA, CANADA

“Love them! Ease of use for staff raising and lowering net height! Durability and visual appearance gives our participants the quality equipment they deserve to play on. It’s worked extremely well for our youth development programs to even be able to adjust the net heights for all the various different ages. The branding on the poles really set us apart as we believe any other leagues in the area. It has proved to be an outstanding investment for us.”

Kelly Beasley, President and CEO

COMPETITION, RECREATION, AND RESIDENTIAL FAVORITE
BEACH™ BEACH VOLLEYBALL POLE

BEST-SELLING BEACH VOLLEYBALL POLE

• Features 9 net-height settings, from 6’1" to 8’2”
• Accommodates Men’s, Women’s and Junior’s net heights, as well as drilling sand
• Uniquely designed net-height adjustment system that’s easy to use and achieves perfect net height and net tension every time.

EASY NET HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

• Ideal as a removable or permanent court solution

FIVB APPROVED

Customers love that it is easy to adjust net height simply by loosening the net cable and moving the camber and guiding wheel to the desired net height to achieve perfect net tension every time.

What our coaches are saying:

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS

“Installing the Sports Imports Beach® Sand Equipment has allowed us to improve the quality of our programming, as well as expand the quantity of activities. Students and the university community recognize our sand courts as the go-to facility on campus for sand volleyball.”

Ben Figner, Associate Director of Programs, University Recreation

SPORTS IMPORTS
BEACH VOLLEYBALL POLES

DE5000™ SENOH FIVB BEACH VOLLEYBALL POLE

- Approved for FIVB Beach Volleyball competition
- Water and rust proof design

The DE5000™ has infinite net height adjustment using a removable crank making it extremely versatile, easy to use and accommodating of multiple net heights and shifting sand levels.

This pole is compatible with the FIVB-BEACH NET, FIVB-CM82 official stand, and FIVB-BP1 pole safety pads shown here.

FIVB APPROVED

FIVB-SV99 OFFICIAL STAND
FIVB-BP1 POLE SAFETY PADS

SVA SAND ANCHOR
- Compatible with the Sports Imports DE5010 net system
- Adjustable
- Allows for easy pole removal or relocation

BEACH® BASE
- Designed for the Beach® Net System
- Allows for easy adjustment when sand has settled over time
- Easy pole removal

KZ5100 BEACH ANCHOR
- Manufactured by Senoh
- Portable anchor for temporary or permanent solutions
- Perfect option for non-permanent beach tournaments
- Quick set up

SVJ SAND J BOLT
- Compatible with SVA and RZ Base
- Attaches to anchor base plates and reattaches into the ground
- Allows for easy relocation of beach volleyball poles
- Made in the USA
BEACH NETS, SAFETY PADS, BOUNDARY MARKERS & ANTENNA

SVN 1 BEACH VOLLEYBALL NET
- Available in 18’ and 21’
- Weather resistant construction to quickly drain water and repel sand
- Features new Tech® top cable
- May be fully customized
- Available in black, red, blue or yellow

SVP1 1 BEACH SAFETY PAD
- High-quality, weather-resistant vinyl
- 6-inch foam core
- Available in clubs or can be fully customized

CBM2 1 BOUNDARY MARKERS
- Adjustable in accommodating doubles, 6’ or 8’ in a row
- Available in black, red, blue or yellow

BN1 1 BEACH VOLLEYBALL NET
- Perfect for recreations outside volleyball
- Eco-friendly base to withstand the elements
- Available in red, royal blue, white or yellow

BP1 1 BEACH SAFETY PAD
- High-quality, weather-resistant vinyl
- 6-inch foam core
- Available in clubs or can be fully customized
- Available in black, yellow, blue and red

PRNA 1 BEACH NET ANTENNA
- Ideal for recreation outside volleyball courts
- Easy back attachment

SV99 BEACH VOLLEYBALL OFFICIAL STAND
- Meets NCAA standards and used in the NCAA Beach Championship
- Compatible with our Sports Imports Volleyball Net Systems
- Adjustable standing height
- Specially designed to maintain stability in the sand
- Wrapped official stand padding for the SV99 Beach Official Stand
- Made of heavy-duty, weather-resistant vinyl and 2” foam
- Available in black or can be fully customized

SVOP PADDING FOR SV99 BEACH VOLLEYBALL OFFICIAL STAND
- Replacement parts available at sportsimport.com or by calling 800-556-3198.
NEWEST TRAINING ADDITION

THE TRAINER

Sports Imports is thrilled to announce a long-awaited addition to our volleyball training equipment line-up. The Trainer+ is an innovative tool you need to take your practices to the next level.

- Includes two interchangeable target rings of different sizes, two nets, & one adjustable base
- Adjustable in height, angle of target, and includes easy-to-use wheels for quick setup & mobility
- Up to 4 head attachment options with our Vertec Jump Trainer’s L-shaped target
- Safety features include weighted base, spring-loaded adjustable shaft, & safety catch on hoop adjustment
- Elevates setting drills & target practice with endless training options for every level of play

TRAINING TOP NET TAPE

A HIGH SCHOOL TRAINING FAVORITE

- 9 clearly marked zones for blocking, hitting and setting drills
- Made of quality, durable vinyl
- Easily attaches to the top of Sports Imports volleyball nets
- Available in bright multicolors or numbers

TRAINING TOOLS

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY SPORTS IMPORTS

- Measures standing reach or vertical jump reach, from 6” to 12” in half-inch increments
- Easy set-up and reset
- Available in a wall mount version
- New Weighted base now equipped with wheels for easier mobility

The Sports Imports Vertec Jump Trainer is the original jump trainer. Coaches can measure and provide immediate and accurate feedback during training.
WHERE QUALITY MEETS VERSATILITY

**DG11 BADMINTON POLE**

**BEST SELLING BADMINTON POLE**

**EASILY ADAPTABLE TO PICKLEBALL**

**CAN BE USED AS A COMMON CENTER POLE**

- Sliding hook collar for quick net tension
- Equipped with a hook-and-slide collar to adjust net tension
- Plastic grooved cap ensures accurate net height and can accommodate a second cable for common center poles

Our DG11 Badminton Pole can be easily adapted for pickleball. A hook is simply inserted into a keyhole to see the pickleball height. (Pickleball hook sold separately.)

What our coaches are saying:

**SUNSET HIGHS DISTRICT 29 NORTHFIELD, IL**

“We are in the Pickleball unit now and the setup and breakdown are so much easier.”

Dave Nelson, Physical Education

**DG11-PBC BADMINTON/ PICKLEBALL POLE**

**INDUSTRY LEADER IN HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE RECREATION CENTERS**

**DUAL SPORT POLE FOR BADMINTON AND PICKLEBALL**

- Lightweight and easy to use
- Grooved plastic top cap ensures accurate net height
- Requires minimal storage space
- Sliding hooks collar adapts the net to pickleball height

The DG11-PBC is a dual-sport pole that comes with a sliding hook collar to adjust net tension and a plastic grooved cap. The groove is wide enough for a second cable to allow the pole to be used as a common center post to hold 2 nets.

**SBN BADMINTON NET**

- Compatible with DG11 and DG11-PBC
- Available in both standard and shortened length
- Strong and durable

**BADMINTON STORAGE CART**

- Designed for the DG11 and DG11-PBC poles
- Securely holds 8 or 12 poles
- Easily store nets, rackets and shuttlecocks

**BWR10 BADMINTON WALL RACK**

- Compatible with DG11 and DG11-PBC poles
- Holds 6 poles
- Easy to install and use